Tender Clarification and Addendum No. 1

Re: PROPOSED CHANCERY, HIGH COMMISSIONER’S RESIDENCE, STAFF RESIDENCES AND AUXILIARIES FACILITIES BUILDING FOR THE HIGH COMMISSION OF INDIA, BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

We refer to the Pre-Bid Conference held on 31.01.2020 and queries raised during the event, we are pleased to confirm the clarification as follow:

1. We confirm that the M&E contingency sum of $50,000 is to remain and to be included in the overall M&E Bill and reflected in the overall summary page.

2. We confirm that the use of Portland Cement is acceptable in lieu of Sulphate Resistant Concrete for EC piles. The tenderer has to refer to the manufacturer’s specification under EC piles where the use of ordinary Portland Cement is acceptable.

3. Tenderers are to follow the General Notes contained within the structural drawings for the safe working load of 150mm RC piles at 18 tonnes per pile. We issue herewith the necessary Tender Addendum No.1.

4. We confirm that Hydraulic Jack Method is not required for the piling works. Standard Drop Hammer method is acceptable. We issue herewith the necessary Tender Addendum No.1.

5. We note on the discrepancy in the tender document for aluminium glazing works for High Commissioner’s Residence and confirm that W25a as shown in drawings is to be included in the tender bill. We issue herewith the necessary Tender Addendum No.1.

6. We confirm that the Bank Guarantee Proforma is required only upon successful tender award.

7. We clarify that FORM 7 is for detail of the key personnel of the company and FORM 10 is for the detail of key personnel proposed for the tendered project.

8. We confirm that FORM 5 is requiring the project references detail over the last 5 years and not 10 years. We issue herewith the necessary Tender Addendum No.1.

9. We confirm that the tenderers to refer to the contractor “Class” registration category with the Ministry of Development Brunei for the minimum and maximum value of project that can be undertaken by contractor as required under FORM 2 of Technical Bid Document.

10. We confirm that tenderers are requested to price exclusive of taxes as per tender requirement and to show tax component to relevant items separately. The Chancery will accommodate the tenderers to import it Duty Free by applying for Ministry of Foreign Affairs exemption. We issue herewith the necessary Tender Addendum No.1.

(Amir Chand)
First Secretary (HDC)